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AS NOT SEEN ON 

TV
MAGICCLOWN & COMEDY 



The doctor, is the mastermind mentor and the absolute authority 
on the world of spiritualism, telepathy, mind reading, ESP, thought 
transference, call it what you will. 

The Dr. D. Mad  is the overlord of the ancient transcendental dark arts 
which he employs depending on the requests at the occasion of a 
seance reading. Telekinetic, psychic seer, soothsayer are 
keywords that you have probably already dealt with. The 
fascination of his supernatural manifestations’ contacting 
the souls of purgatory can plays with our thoughts and 
teases one’s imagination! - Maybe we are wrong and let 
ourselves be fooled? But do they really exist?

Lean back, relax and immerse yourself in a world where 
the seemingly impossible becomes possible.
Accompany Dr. Mad on this journey to a world which 
is between day and dream. You can say he’s crazy, a 
lunatic or even insane but the doctor prefers you call 
him Dam Mad ... Dr. Dam Mad!

WARNING: 
Remain alert, on guard, and beware of the outer limits.

Uses: Variety Show, Dinner Show, Gala Show, 
Solo Show, MC
People: 1-2 artists (Dr. Mad and optionally 1 assistant)
Duration: Solo Act 10-25min or Solo Show 70min
Video: https://youtu.be/mC6sp3Qse_g

Dr. Dam MadDr. Dam Mad
Psychic ClairvoyantPsychic Clairvoyant



The Guru of Goa, Yogi Shawama Ali Bamba is the 
undisputed world champion of the miraculous. 

Prophesier, sage, contortionist, alchemist and wizard 
of the weird performs a revealing demonstration and 
exhibition of the spectral secrets of the far east including, 
the screaming heated finger jab, vitamin C overdose, 
clothes pin torture and the disco of flaming feet. 

We searched years for the ultimate hermetic fakir like 
you’ve never seen before and found it. Offer limited 
available now for corporate galas, conventions, theme 
parks, wedding receptions and birthday parties. 

Uses: Variety Show, Dinner Show, Gala Show 
performance 
People: 1 artist
Duration: approx.11min
Video: https://youtu.be/sE4l7o7WGAg

Ali BambaAli Bamba
Yogi ShawamaYogi Shawama  



Fantasy, Facts and the best of fun entertainment are 
guaranteed ... because this show-masters-legend 
fulfills all prejudices and clichés of aging pseudo-
entertainers!

Be there as a member of our studio audience when the TV 
show „The Price Is Awesome“ is recorded! Who knows, 
maybe you or a family member are one of our lucky 
candidates selected as a contestant to play “The Price Is 
Awesome”. It’s your chance of a lifetime to meet our horny 
host, Kyrill Karassovic and win valuable non-cash prizes.

Uses: Variety Show, Dinner Show, Gala Show
People: 1 - 2 artists
Duration: approx. 16 minutes
Video: https://youtu.be/koOY41VPhwQ

Kyrill KarassovicKyrill Karassovic
Master-Showmaster Master-Showmaster 
Moderator of the popular game show Moderator of the popular game show 
„The Price Is Awesome!“„The Price Is Awesome!“



Academician, doctorate, PhD physician and 
baccalaureate Dr. Camel is a master of cigarette 
manipulation at its highest level! 
Smoking cessation of a different kind!

Accompany Dr. Charles Camel the new Marlboro Man 
into the good old days of cigarette advertising ... when 
smoking was still an undisputed must! ... he would 
like to smoke ... but being able to smoke hides some 
obstacles!  
When asked does he always smoke, he smiled and 
replied: “Only after sex!”

Uses: Variety Show, Dinner Show, Gala Show 
People: 1 artist
Duration: approx. 5 minutes
Video: https://youtu.be/DPoPp7tf5Qk

Dr. Carl CamelDr. Carl Camel
Tobaco AuthorityTobaco Authority



Swan is the translation of Cygnus which is one of the suns 
in the north constellation southwest of Draco, 
containing the bright star Deneb. The voyage from 
his system solar to our solar system was a long 
flight and his wings are still tired but that’s another 
story. 

The scientific world has been dumbfounded 
and mentally incompetent unable to fathom, 
perceive, comprehend and has not finally 
clarified how his abilities works. 
He can see the future; he can see the past.  He can 
see all above, he can see all below not to mention he 
see whats’ right and what’s left. The Great Swandini 
or which is but you can determine for yourself that 
it works: This is how The Great Swandini gives you 
the objects Dr. Mad be shown by the audience from 
ten meters away. And all this blind - without tricks and 
double bottom. And ... although Swandini is actually 
just a stupid chicken!

Uses: Variety show, dinner show, gala show performance 
People: 2 artists
Duration: 9min + optional intro & follow-up act Dr. Mad
Video: https://youtu.be/FQed6ILqBSo

The Great SwandiniThe Great Swandini
Prophet of Phenomena / Sewer of See - CygnusProphet of Phenomena / Sewer of See - Cygnus
presented by Dr. Dam Madpresented by Dr. Dam Mad



Stan the man is good - good for nothing.
He’s not just good at being bad - you will believe he’s 
the best. 
If he were any better - he would be the worse.  
He can do nothing - like no one else can.  

A simple man normally naive, witlessly wise, modest, 
moronic but always kind with one ambition the desire to 
become a great magician!!
Stan - Stan the Non-Magic Magic Man he can’t do it like 
no one else can!

Uses: Variety show, dinner show, gala show, as a running 
gag e.g. in moderation, solo show 
People: 1 artist
Duration: Solo Act 4-10min / Running Gags approx. 1min 
each 
Solo Show up to 35min
Videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zo1UfwDBe20 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkmqveNyy04&featu-
re=youtu.be

Stan Stan The Non Magic Magic ManThe Non Magic Magic Man
A story of failure turned into glory!A story of failure turned into glory!



CONTACTCONTACT
Michael & Andreas Swatosch
+43/676/340 75 65 oder +43/676/406 88 68

office@foolsbrothers.at
https://www.facebook.com/FOOLSBROTHERS/

www.foolsbrothers.atwww.foolsbrothers.at

 Feel free to contact us!

We offer tailor-made performances 

for your gala, corporate event or festival! 

 ... ALL YOU NEED IS LAUGH ;-)

Videos (copy and paste the links to your browser!)
Fools Brothers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KV6UWbvy9I
Dinner Show: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GljcJpegKc 
Cabaret Snitzel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ei0bLAahDRw

DIRECTED BYDIRECTED BY

Clown-Legend Clown-Legend 

Jango EdwardsJango Edwards

Dinner ShowDinner Show

Cabaret Snitzel
Cabaret Snitzel


